Many applications call for exhaustive lists of strings subject to various constraints, such as inequivalence under group actions. A k-ary necklace is an Ž . equivalence class of k-ary strings under rotation the cyclic group . A k-ary unlabeled necklace is an equivalence class of k-ary strings under rotation and permutation of alphabet symbols. We present new, fast, simple, recursive algo-Ž . rithms for generating i.e., listing all necklaces and binary unlabeled necklaces. These algorithms have optimal running times in the sense that their running times are proportional to the number of necklaces produced. The algorithm for generating necklaces can be used as the basis for efficiently generating many other equivalence classes of strings under rotation and has been applied to generating bracelets, fixed density necklaces, and chord diagrams. As another application, we describe the implementation of a fast algorithm for listing all degree n irreducible Ž . and primitive polynomials over GF 2 . ᮊ
INTRODUCTION
Four of the most natural group actions on strings over a fixed alphabet Ž . Ž . Ž . are: a leaving the string unchanged, b reversing the string, c rotating Ž . the string, and d permuting the symbols of the string by a permutation of Ž . the alphabet symbols. The four groups giving rise to these actions are a Ž . Ž . Ž . ‫ޚ‬ , b ‫ޚ‬ acting on the indices reversal , c the cyclic ‫ރ‬ acting on the 1 2 n Ž . indices, and d the symmetric group ‫ޓ‬ acting on the alphabet, assuming k the alphabet consists of k symbols.
Each group action, or composition of group actions, partitions the set of k-ary strings into equivalence classes, namely the orbits of the action. Many applications call for exhaustive lists of representatives of these equivalence classes. To generate such equivalence classes, it is natural to choose as representative the lexicographically smallest string. With this representation, efficient algorithms are known for generating the equiva-Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . lence classes of each of the actions a , b , c , and d . By ''efficient'' we mean that the amount of computation used in generating the objects is proportional to the number of objects generated. Such algorithms are said to be CAT, for constant amortized time.
Ž . For a we are simply counting in base k which is known to be efficient Ž . Ž . for k G 2. For b efficient algorithms are easily developed. In case c the equivalence classes are usually called necklaces. Efficient algorithms for w x generating necklaces were developed by Fredricksen and Kessler 5 and w x Fredricksen and Maiorana 6 ; these algorithms were proven to be efficient w x by Ruskey et al 20 . Closely related algorithms for generating Lyndon Ž . w x words aperiodic necklaces were developed by Duval 3 and shown to be w x Ž . efficient by Berstel and Pocchiola 1 . In case d the representative strings are usually called restricted growth functions and efficient algorithms for w x w x generating them have been developed by Er 4 , Kaye 12 , and others.
In addition to these four natural group actions considered in isolation, interesting equivalence classes also emerge by composing two or more of Ž . Ž . the group actions. For example, composing b and c results in the dihedral groups, with the resulting equivalence classes often called Ž . bracelets. Only recently using the framework outlined in this paper w x Sawada 23 developed an algorithm to generate k-ary bracelets in constant w x amortized time. Proskurowski et al. 17 show that the orbits of the ' Ž .
Ž . Ž . composition of b and d can be generated in amortized O k time, which is CAT if k is fixed. It remains an interesting challenge to develop efficient algorithms for the other compositions.
In this paper we present a new recursive framework for necklace generation. We then use this framework to develop a CAT algorithm to Ž generate equivalence classes of the complemented cycling register which . are in one-to-one correspondence with vortex-free tournaments . We also use this framework to develop a CAT algorithm for generating unlabeled Ž . Ž . Ž. binary necklaces and Lyndon words , i.e., the composition of c and d for k s 2. This algorithm was used in the implementation of a fast Ž . algorithm for listing all degree n irreducible polynomials over GF 2 . The framework has also been used to efficiently generate other classes of strings as summarized below. Undoubtedly, other applications of the framework will also be discovered.
ⅷ Necklaces: Done in this paper, CAT algorithm. ⅷ Vortex-free tournaments: Done in this paper, CAT algorithm. ⅷ Binary unlabeled necklaces: Done in this paper, CAT algorithm. The combinatorial objects which we are listing are fundamental and there is considerable interest in having efficient algorithms to generate them. This interest comes from mathematicians, computer scientists, electrical engineers, and scientists in other disciplines. Our algorithms have all been Ž . implemented and are used in the Combinatorial Object Server COS at http:rrwww.theory.csc.uvic.car cos in the sections on Necklaces and Irre-Ž . ducible Polynomials over GF 2 . The equivalence classes of ; are called necklaces and we identify each necklace with the lexicographically least representative in its equivalence class. The set of all necklaces of length n over a k-ary alphabet is denoted Ž .
Background and Definitions
In an unlabeled necklace we do not care about which color a bead has, but only about whether two beads have different colors. Unlabeled necklaces 0001 and 0111 are identical since one can be transformed into the other by interchanging 0 and 1 at every position of the string. Formally, the Ž . set N n of all k-ary length n unlabeled necklaces is defined as follows:
. Ä 4 Ž . For example, N 4 s 0000, 0001, 0011, 0101 . As before,, we denote N n
k where ␤ is nonempty and k ) 0. An aperiodic necklace is called a Lyndon word. The set of all k-ary Lyndon Ž . A word ␣ is called a prenecklace if it is the prefix of some necklace. The Ž . set of all k-ary prenecklaces of length n is denoted P n . Ž . Ž . denoted P n . Let W n denote the number of prenecklaces of length at k k most n. These numbers will prove useful in analyzing the algorithms developed below. Formally,
. Ž . We denote unlabeled prenecklaces P n with cardinality P n .
The following formulae are¨alid for all n G 1, k G 1: 
GENERATING NECKLACES
In this section we describe a recursive algorithm for generating necklaces and Lyndon words. Compared with previous algorithms, our contribution is a recursive formulation that leads to simpler proofs and analysis. Ž It is also more amenable to modification for example, existing algorithms only generate in lexicographic order, whereas ours can generate in many . different orders . The algorithm is based on a result, Theorem 2.1, that tells us how to construct a length n prenecklace from a length n y 1 prenecklace. In the next section, we will use this recursive methodology to generate all unlabeled necklaces. This methodology has already been used, w x in other papers, to generate necklaces with fixed density 21 and bracelets w x 23 , both by CAT algorithms.
The following characterizations of Lyndon words and necklaces are well Ž w x . known e.g., Lothaire 16, p. 64 and are clearly equivalent to the definitions given earlier.
␣ s xy g L if and only if xy -yx , for all nonempty x, y. 7
Ž .
␣ s xy g N if and only if xy F yx , for all nonempty x, y. 8
We now need to state a couple of technical lemmas. The following w x lemma is proven in 20, Lemma 1, p. 419 . 
The following theorem is very useful. We are tempted to call it the ''fundamental theorem of necklaces''! It leads not only to the necklace generation algorithm, but also to algorithms for producing the Lyndon Ž factorization of a word and for determining the necklace lexicographically . minimal rotation of a string, both in time linear in the length of the string. The theorem specifies exact conditions, in terms of n and lyn, under which a character can be appended to a prenecklace and still remain a preneckw x lace. In many ways, the theorem is implicit in the work of Fredricksen 5, 6 w x w x and Duval 2, 3 but not explicitly stated there. Reutenauer 18 has a very similar statement on page 164.
be a string in P n y 1 and let Ž . Ž . lyn ␣ s p, then a call to gen t, p will generate all length n prenecklaces with prefix ␣. To generate all length n prenecklaces assign a s 0 and 0 Ž . make the initial call gen 1, 1 . If the symbols selected in the for loop are selected in increasing order, then the listing is lexicographic; in opposite order the listing is in reverse lexicographic order. Necklaces and Lyndon Ž . words can be produced by adding a test to the function Printlt p as described in Table I .
Ž . We now show that algorithm gen t, p is efficient; it has the CAT property.
Proof. Call the number of nodes in the computation tree W n . From k Ž . the structure of the algorithm, W n is equal to the number of preneckk Ž . laces of length at most n, as expressed in 3 .
Ž . Ž . From the expressions 4 and 5 we obtain the following bounds.
Ž . Ž . 
Ž . It is shown by Knuth 13 that the right side of 12 is equal to the number of vortex-free tournaments on n vertices. This number is also the same as the number of odd density binary necklaces with length n. Now consider the mapping f that sends two consecutive members of a Ž . cycle to their exclusive-or. For example, f 010101, 101011 s 111110. Applied to other members of the cycle a circular rotation of 111110 results. This is true in general, as we show below.
Since cycle; this adds only a constant amount of computation to each node of the computation tree. The resulting algorithm is CAT since its running time is proportional to the running time for generating all odd density necklaces, since the number of odd density necklaces is asymptotically half the total number of necklaces.
GENERATING UNLABELLED BINARY NECKLACES
In this section we develop a CAT algorithm to generate all binary unlabeled necklaces. Recall that an unlabeled necklace is an equivalence class of necklaces under permutation of alphabet symbols. In the binary case, a necklace and its complement are in the same equivalence class. As representative we choose the lexicographically smallest string in the equiv-Ž . alence class, giving rise to the set N n .
2ˆŽ
.
Ž . In Section 1 we gave explicit expressions to count N n , L n , and 2 2 Ž . P n . The following two lemmas are analogous to Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 for for j s p q 1, . . . , n.
To generate unlabeled necklaces, we could simply generate all necklaces and perform a test for each necklace to determine whether or not it is the unlabeled representative. To perform this test, we take the complement of the generated necklace and use a necklace finding algorithm to find its Ž Ž. . corresponding necklace. Such an algorithm which runs in time O n can easily be derived from Duval's algorithm for factoring a string into Lyndon w x words 2 or from Theorem 2.1. We then compare the resulting necklace to the original; if the original is not larger, then it is an unlabeled necklace. Ž Ž .. This algorithm yields an overall running time of O nN n , which is far from efficient.
In order to improve upon this naıve algorithm to generate unlabeled necklaces we must improve upon the linear time test required at the end of the necklace generation. In the remainder of this section we build up to a theorem, Theorem 3.1, which suggests the addition of another parameter Ž . to the necklace algorithm gen t, p . The constant time maintenance of this parameter at each node of the computation tree eliminates the need for the linear time test, thus yielding a CAT algorithm to generate unlabeled necklaces.
Before we state our main theorem, we first introduce some additional Ž . notation and state some useful lemmas. Note that N n consists exactly of 2 i those necklaces ␣ that satisfy ␣ F ␣ for all 0 -i -n. Observe that Ž .
Proof. By the definition of an unlabeled necklace, a necklace is its unlabeled representative if and only if it is less than or equal to each of its i complemented rotations. We are given that ␣ F ␣ for 0 -i F k so
Ž .
i we need only show that ␣ F ␣ for k -i -n.
Since a иии a s a иии a , taking x s a иии a in Lemma 2.2
yields either a иии a ) a иии a or a иии a s a иии a . In the
former case the result is trivial. In the latter case we consider a иии a ny iq1 n ny iq1
and look at two subcases. If
substring of a иии a and is therefore a substring of the prenecklace kq 1 n a иии a . By Lemma 2.2 we have a иии a G a иии a . Thus in both
иии a G a иии a . Now using 13 we have a иии a G ny iq1
иии a which gives us the result a иии a a иии a s ␣ G ␣ Ž .
exists a smallest i such that a иии a s a иии a then, by Lemma 3.3,
is an unlabeled necklace. Otherwise, ␣ is an unlabeled necklace by definition.
We need one final definition before presenting the main theorem of this Ž . section. Define com a иии a to be the smallest positive value c, for . Proof. Assume that ␣ is an unlabeled prenecklace. Since P n is a Ž . subset of P n then ␣ is a prenecklace. By definition of an unlabeled prenecklace there exists an unlabeled necklace ␥ such that ␥ s ␣␦ for some string ␦. Thus by the definition of an unlabeled necklace a иии a G i n a иии a for all 1 F i F n. 
since ␤ is a necklace Corollary 3.1 shows that ␤ is an unlabeled necklace, and thus by definition ␣ is an unlabeled prenecklace. have by a similar argument that a иии a ) a иии a . Now applying
Lemma 2.2 for either case we get a иии a G a иии a for c q 1
n. Therefore a иии a G a иии a for all 1 F i F n and thus ␣ b g
Ž . P n . This theorem implies that we can generate all unlabeled prenecklaces Ž . and thus unlabeled necklaces by introducing the additional parameter c Ž . to the prenecklace generation algorithm gen t, p . Pseudocode for this Ž . algorithm is given in Algorithm 3.1. The initial call is genU 2, 1, 1 , first initializing a s a s 0. Unlabeled necklaces, Lyndon words, and preneck- 0 1 laces can all be produced by using Ž . Observe that the computation tree of genU t, p, c is a subtree of the Ž . computation tree of gen t, p and that only constant computation is performed at each node of the tree. Furthermore, the number of unlabeled binary necklaces is at least half the number of labeled binary necklaces. These observations prove the following theorem.
It remains an interesting challenge to extend these ideas to generate unlabeled necklaces over nonbinary alphabets; there seems to be no obvious way to extend Theorem 3.1.
3.1. Application: Generating All Irreducible Polynomials o¨er GF 2
Ž .w x In the finite field GF 2 , we denote by GF 2 x the set of all polynomi-Ž . als over GF 2 in indeterminate x. A nonzero polynomial p is said to be Ž . irreducible over GF 2 if it has no nontrivial factorization p s p p . An irreducible polynomial is also primiti¨e if it has a root ␣ such that ␣ Ž n . Ž Ä 2 3 4 generates the nonzero elements of GF 2 that is, ␣ , ␣ , ␣ , . . . s Ž n . Ä 4. GF 2 _ 0 . If p has one such root, then all of its roots are generators.
Ž . Ž . The number of degree n irreducible polynomials over GF 2 is L n , 2 which is the same as the number of binary Lyndon words of length n. There is a natural correspondence between the two sets which we use to generate all irreducible and primitive polynomials of given degree. In the following paragraph we explain the correspondence.
Let q be a primitive polynomial of degree n and ␣ one of its roots. For each s ␣ b , where b ranges from 1 to 2 n y 1, there is an equivalence Ä .
. This correspondence is explained in Golomb 9 and see w x w x Luneberg 15 or Reutenauer 18 for another correspondence via normal . bases , but we have not before seen it exploited in an algorithmic context. The irreducible polynomials of degree n are those for which m s n.
Since successive powers of two amount to taking circular shifts of b, all irreducible polynomials of degree n may be generated by feeding in a primitive root ␣ and generating all Lyndon words of length n. As each Lyndon word is generated it is converted into an integer b and then the Ž . corresponding irreducible polynomial p x is computed. An irreducible polynomial is primitive if and only if b and 2 n y 1 are relatively prime. Ž .
n Ž . The reciprocal of a degree n polynomial f x is the polynomial x f 1rx . The reciprocal of an irreducible polynomial is irreducible, and the reciprocal of a primitive polynomial is primitive. Under the correspondence mentioned above reciprocal polynomials correspond to those generated by the complement of the number used to produce b. Thus we do not generate all Lyndon words, but only the unlabeled Lyndon words. This Ž . saves asymptotically a factor of two in the computation time.
Our algorithm was implemented in C with each polynomial stored in a single machine word in the obvious manner. The intermediate calculations Ž n . involve polynomials over GF 2 , which are stored as length n arrays of words. In one day on a middle-of-the-road workstation we can generate all 134,215,680 irreducible polynomials of degree 32, noting along the way the 67,108,864 that are primitive. Of course, for large values of n it becomes infeasible to generate all irreducible polynomials, but the algorithm can still be used to generate as many as are wanted. The program poly.c, available on COS, was compiled using gcc -04 and run on a Sun Microsystems Ultra 1 machine.
Theoretically, the computation of each irreducible polynomial takes Ž 2 . O n polynomial multiplications. Our multiplication routine is the naıvë algorithm implemented on machine words. For larger n faster algorithms, w x such as those discussed in von zur Gathen 24 , should be used. The Ž . algorithm along with the other algorithms outlined in this paper is well suited to parallelization using a system such as Brendan McKay's autoson, since there is a natural tree structure to the recursive algorithm which can be used to assign different subtrees to different processors.
We used the algorithm to compute various statistics of irreducible polynomials and these have led to several results and conjectures about the sizes of various subclasses of irreducible polynomials. For example, the number of irreducible polynomials with an odd number of nonzero odd Ž . terms is L n . As another example, the number of irreducible polynomik ny 1Ž
. Ž. als with trace 1 coefficient of x is L n .
k
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